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ABSTRACT Modern technologies of mobile computing and wireless sensing prompt the concept of
pervasive social network (PSN)-based healthcare. To realize the concept, the core problem is how a PSN
node can securely share health data with other nodes in the network. In this paper, we propose a secure
system for PSN-based healthcare. Two protocols are designed for the system. The first one is an improved
version of the IEEE 802.15.6 display authenticated association. It establishes secure links with unbalanced
computational requirements for mobile devices and resource-limited sensor nodes. The second protocol uses
blockchain technique to share health data among PSN nodes. We realize a protocol suite to study protocol
runtime and other factors. In addition, human body channels are proposed for PSN nodes in some use cases.
The proposed system illustrates a potential method of using blockchain for PSN-based applications.

INDEX TERMS IEEE 802.15.6, blockchain, e-health, healthcare, human body channels.

I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of mobile computing, wireless sens-
ing and communicating technique prompts a new concept of
pervasive social network (PSN)-based healthcare [1]. PSN-
based healthcare enables users to share data collected by
medical sensors. Sharing health data benefits people in many
aspects, including personal applications such as remote med-
ical care and public health services like disease monitor and
control.

To realize PSN-based healthcare, one essential research
question is how to securely share health data among the PSN
nodes. This is because health data directly relate to people’s
life and health; therefore, it is important to protect these data
from being modified or stolen. In addition, the network of
PSN-based healthcare consists of a large number of mobile
nodes; therefore, a mechanism for these nodes easily sharing
health data is required.

However, the sensor nodes are less powerful compared
with the mobile devices [2]. Advanced cryptographic proto-
cols are acceptable for mobile devices, but may overburden
the computationally limited sensor nodes.

Second, there is still no mature scheme that specifies how
to use blockchain to share health data in PSN, although
blockchain is considered a driven force of future PSN-based

healthcare applications. In addition, it is infeasible to store
heath data on the blockchain since this will cause heavy load
on the PSN nodes.

Bearing these challenges in mind, a PSN-based health-
care system that mainly relies on two security protocols is
designed. In our design, the network is divided into two areas,
wireless body area network (WBAN) area and PSN area.
The WBAN area aims to establish secure links for sensor
nodes and mobile devices through Protocol I authenticated
association, and the PSN area aims to use the blockchain
technique to realize health data sharing through Protocol II
adding data to the blockchain.
Protocol I establishes secure links for sensor nodes

and mobile devices in the WBAN area. This protocol is
based on IEEE 802.15.6 display authenticated association
protocol [3].

Protocol II provides a blockchain-based method for PSN
nodes to share heath data in the PSN area. This protocol
adds addresses of sensors (generated through Protocol I) and
mobile devices to a healthcare blockchain [4], [5]. Through
the addresses stored in the blockchain, a PSN node can visit
other nodes in the network and access the health data.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
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• Protocol I, an improved IEEE 802.15.6 display authen-
ticated association protocol, is designed. Using this pro-
tocol, nodes are able to agree on a master key as well
as their addresses. The protocol is better than that in the
standard because it can significantly reduce the compu-
tational burden on the resource-limited sensor node.

• Protocol II demonstrates how users can share their health
data to other PSN nodes using blockchain techniques.
Recently, blockchain is considered as a driven force of
future PSN-based healthcare applications; however, how
blockchain can be used is still an open question. This
protocol gives us an insight into this question.

• A protocol suite is realized for performance evaluation.
Protocol running time and some other factors are studied
using this suite.

• Human body channels are proposed to cope with some
of the major usability problems when display-based out-
of-band (OOB) channels are used. Security features of
human body channels are discussed with the help of the
use case.

II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review some existing work of PSN-based
healthcare and authenticated association protocols for medi-
cal sensors.

A. PSN-BASED HEALTHCARE
Current research of PSN-based healthcare mainly focuses
on networks, security and privacy, and applications. Authors
in [6] and [7] study the network stack of PSN-based e-Health
applications. In [8]–[10], body area networks for pervasive
healthcare are studied. The security and privacy issues are
studied in [11]–[14]. PSN-based healthcare applications are
researched in [15]. None of the above papers proposes a
feasible scheme for PSN nodes to securely share health
data.

B. AUTHENTICATED ASSOCIATION FOR
MEDICAL SENSORS
Some authenticated association protocols for medical sensors
are proposed in [16]–[18]. Authors in [16] propose a Heart-
to-Heart protocol. In [17], the authors use the technique of
digital signature and propose a scheme named IMDGuard.
Researchers in [18] present a proximity-based access con-
trol scheme. All of these schemes have drawbacks. Protocol
in [16] does not establish a symmetric key. The IMDGuard
scheme in [17] may overburden the medical sensors since
digital signature brings heavy computational load. Protocol
in [18] may fail due to time-delay caused by poor network
condition. In addition, all of these protocols require balanced
computation on the sensor and the coordinator.

In addition to the above protocols, the international stan-
dard IEEE 802.15.6 [3] also provides several authenticated
association protocols for sensors and coordinator in WBANs,
including public key hidden association (Std PKH) proto-
col, password authenticated association (Std PW) protocol,

and display authenticated association (Std Dis) protocol.
Some of them are vulnerable to attacks. This has been
discussed in [19]–[21]. The authors in [19] and [21] also
propose improved versions of the Std PW protocol to elimi-
nate attacks.

III. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
In this section we provide notation and preliminaries that are
used in our work.

A. NOTATION
We use the following notation to describe security protocols
and cryptographic algorithms in this paper:

• S and C are principals. S denotes the computationally
limited sensor node, and C denotes the coordinator such
as a smart phone installed specific applications.

• Mi denotes the message in the ith communication within
a protocol run.

• NS and NC are nonce generated by S and C respectively
(a nonce is an unpredictable bit string, usually used to
achieve freshness).

• RS and SC are random integers selected by S and C
respectively.

• E is an elliptic curve over finite fields and G is the base
point of E .

• × is the operation of scalar multiplication. In this paper,
the two inputs for this operation are an integer and an
element of E , and the output is an element of E .

• ‖ represents the concatenation of bit strings
• SKS and SKC are elliptic curve cryptography (ECC)
private keys of S and C respectively. The private keys
are random integers.

• PKS and PKC are ECC public keys of S and C respec-
tively. The public keys are elements of elliptic curve E
computed through PKS = SKS×G and PKS = SKS×G.

• Hash = H(M ) denotes computing and outputting the
hash result Hash for message M through a hash func-
tion H ().

• MAC = HMACL(K ,M ) represents outputting the L-bit
message authentication code (MAC) MAC for message
M through the algorithm of hash-based message authen-
tication code (HMAC) under key K .

• W specifies a witness committed by a 128-bit MAC.
• D specifies a digest that is a 16-bit MAC.
• Sig = SIG(SK ,M ) denotes outputting the digital sig-
nature Sig for M through the signature algorithm under
private key SK .

• Temp denotes a temporary secret computed during a
protocol run.

• MK denotes the master key between the communicating
parties.

• addressS and addressC represents the address of S and
C according to some standard naming systems such
as Internet Protocol (IP), Extensible Resource Identi-
fier (XRI) and so on.
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FIGURE 1. Healthcare blockchain. Each block is a Merkle Tree-based structure [24]. Healthcare transactions (e.g. Tx1, Tx2...) are
recorded in the leaf nodes. Each transaction contains the address of a PSN node and a digital signature of that node.

• Std Profile represents the profile of a standard naming
system.

B. HEALTHCARE BLOCKCHAIN
Recently, researchers start to focus on using the blockchain
technique tomanage health data andmedical records [22], [23].
Blockchain is considered as an effective technique for future
PSN-based healthcare applications.

In this paper, we propose a method of applying health-
care blockchain in PSN-based healthcare. In our design,
we store the healthcare blockchain in some powerful nodes
of the PSN-based healthcare system. As shown in Fig. 1,
the healthcare blockchain stores and shares network consen-
sus that specifies the addresses, contributors of health data.
Authorized PSN nodes can access health data of other nodes
through the addresses.

C. IEEE 802.15.6 DISPLAY AUTHENTICATED
ASSOCIATION PROTOCOL
In the above mentioned system, nodes authentication and key
establishment is the first step. To realize this process, we
design an authenticated association protocol. The protocol
is based on IEEE 802.15.6 display authenticated association
protocol. Here we briefly review the IEEE protocol as fol-
lows.
1. S selects a private key SKS and computes the public

key PKS = SKS × G. Then S generates a nonce NS
and computes a witness WS = CMAC128(NS , S‖PKS ).
S sends the following message M1 to C .

M1 =< S,PKS ,WS >

2. C selects a private key SKC and computes the public key
PKC = SKC × G. Then C generates a nonce NC and

sends S with the following message M2.

M2 =< C,PKC ,NC >

3. C computes the temporary secret Temp = SKC × PKS .
Then C computes and sends a MAC MAC1 =

CMAC64(Temp, S‖C‖WS‖NC ) to S.

M3 =< MAC1 >

4. S computes Temp = SKS × PKC and verifies MAC1.
If the verification succeeds, S will send C with NS .

M4 =< NS >

5. S and C compute and compare the following digest D
shown on their displays.

D = CMAC16(NS‖NC , S‖PKS‖C‖PKC )

If the two digests equal, S and C go to the next step.
6. S andC compute themaster keyMK=CMAC128(Temp,

NS‖NC )

IV. PSN-BASED HEALTHCARE SYSTEM
In this section, we provide an overview of our system.
Security goals and challenges are also listed.

A. SYSTEM DESIGN
The PSN-based healthcare system is a system consists of
a large number of mobile devices and medical sensors. In
this system, PSN nodes can securely share health data in the
network. It is divided into two areas, i.e.WBAN area and PSN
area as shown in Fig. 2.
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FIGURE 2. Architecture of the PSN-based healthcare system. WBAN area:
medical sensors and a coordinator; PSN area: mobile devices.

1) WBAN AREA
medical sensors and a coordinator. Two types of channels are
accessible between the medical sensors and coordinator.
• Wireless radio channels: Attackers in these channels can
eavesdrop, block and modify messages.

• OOB channels: The OOB channels [25] are established
with user’s cooperation. These channels can be modeled
as non-spoofing-blocking (NSB) channels [26] where
attackers find it is difficult to spoof or block messages.
For example, in IEEE 802.15.6, displays are used to
compare a 5-digit number. This is a display-based NSB
channel.

2) PSN AREA
mobile devices such as smart phones, tablets, personal com-
puters and so on. The blockchain technique is used in this area
to share network consensus. The network consensus specifies
the addresses, contributors and affiliations of health data. The
mobile devices can be categorized into two types.
• User nodes: The coordinator of WBAN area works as
a user node in the PSN area. It generates and broadcasts
healthcare transactions. The healthcare transactions con-
tain addresses of the coordinator and medical sensors.

• Miner nodes: The miner nodes are more powerful than
user nodes. They are responsible for healthcare transac-
tion verification and new block generation.

B. SYSTEM PROCEDURE
Phase I Initialization: This phase initializes the secure links
between themedical sensor S and the coordinatorC . Amaster
key is generated for S and C , and an address is assigned to S.
Phase II Adding Data to The Blockchain: In this phase, the

coordinator broadcasts transactions in PSN area. The transac-
tion contains addresses of C and S. Then the transaction will
be verified by miner nodes and recorded in a new block.

C. SECURITY GOALS
The security goals of our system are specified as follows.

Phase I:

• Authentication of communicating parties and messages.
• Confidentiality of secret keys.
• Forward secrecy of master key.
Phase II:

• Authentication. The transaction added in the new block
is the original one generated by the coordinator.

• Integrity. The transaction added in the new block has not
been modified during transmission.

D. CHALLENGES
First, sensors are computationally limited devices. Besides,
many sensors touch the skin of users and some even are
implanted in the body. Temperature rising caused by execut-
ing heavy-load computations may hurt users.

Second, there is nomature scheme that specifies how to use
the blockchain for PSN nodes to share health data. In addi-
tion, it is infeasible to store health data in the blockchain since
it may bring heavy storage load to PSN nodes.

V. CORE PROTOCOLS
In the proposed system, two protocols are essential. They are
introduced below.

A. PROTOCOL I: AUTHENTICATED ASSOCIATION
1) PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION
Protocol I realizes the initialization phase of our system.
This protocol uses NSB channels to transmit short MAC
messages. The protocol is described as follows.
1. S generates a random number RS and computes US .

US = RS + SKS

Then S generates a nonce NS and computes a commit-
ment WS .

WS = HMAC128(NS , S‖PKS‖US )

S sends message M1 including its identity S, the public
key PKS , US and the witness WS over wireless radio
channels.

M1 =< S,PKS ,US ,WS >

2. After receiving M1, C selects a random number RC and
computes UC :

UC = RC + SKC

C then computes TC :

TC = UC × G = (RC + SKC )× G

C generates a nonceNC and assigns an address addressS
for S. ThenC sends messageM2 to S over wireless radio
channels.

M2 =< C,PKC ,NC ,TC , addressC , addressS >
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3. S sends outmessageM3 includingNS overwireless radio
channels.

M3 =< NS >

C verifies the commitment WS . If the verification suc-
ceeds, it goes to step 4; otherwise, it sends a failure
message to S via NSB channels.

4. S and C compute and compare the followingD via NSB
channels:

D = HMAC16(NS ⊕ NC , S‖PKS‖US‖C‖PKC
‖TC‖addressC‖addressS )

If the verification fails, both sides will stop running the
protocol; otherwise, S andC will compute the temporary
secret Temp and the master key MK as follows.

Temp = G× RS × RC
MK = HMAC128(Temp,NS‖NC )

The algorithms for S and C to compute Temp are described
in Algorithm 1 and 2.

Algorithm 1 S Calculates Temp = G× RS × RC
Input: The elliptic curve E
Input: The received data TC , PKC
Input: The secret random value RS
mid1← ECCNegative(PKC ,E)
mid2← ECCAdd(TC ,mid1,E)
Temp← ECCScalarMultiplication(mid2,RS ,E)

Algorithm 2 C Calculates Temp = G× RS × RC
Input: The elliptic curve E and the base point G
Input: The received data US , PKS
Input: The secret random value RC
mid1← ECCNegative(PKC ,E)
mid2← ECCScalarMultiplication(G,US ,E)
mid3← ECCAdd(mid2,mid1,E)
Temp← ECCScalarMultiplication(mid3,RC ,E)

2) ADVANTAGES
This protocol overcomes the first challenge in Section IV-D
through reducing computational load on the sensor.
That is, the coordinator carries out the scalar multiplication
using UC on behalf of the sensor. The sensor involves only
one scalar multiplication.

B. PROTOCOL II: ADDING DATA TO THE BLOCKCHAIN
1) PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION
Protocol II realizes the second phases of our system. As
shown in Fig. 3, in this protocol, the coordinator C works as
a user node of PSN area and broadcasts a transaction to the
neighbor nodes. The protocol is described as follows.

FIGURE 3. C broadcasts Tx1 in the PSN area. Smart phones forward Tx1 to
their neighbors. Laptops and personal computers verify Tx1.

1. C broadcasts a transaction Tx1 to the neighbor nodes.
As shown in Fig. 4, the transaction includes the
addresses of C and S, the profile of the standard naming
system, the digital signature and a hash.

Tx1 = < Hash, SigT , addressC , addressS ,

Std Profile >

where

SigT = SIG(SKC , addressC‖addressS
‖Std Profile)

and

Hash = H(SigT ‖addressC‖addressS‖Std Profile)

2. After receiving Tx1, the miner node verifies SigT . If the
verification succeeds, the miner node will reply C with
a success message.

2) ADVANTAGES
This protocol illustrates a method of using the blockchain
technique for PSN nodes to share health data and overcomes
the second challenge in Section IV-D. The data involved in
the blockchain are addresses rather than health data. It
is feasible for PSN nodes to store a healthcare blockchain of
addresses.

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS
We prove the security of our protocols through the following
theorems. Each theorem corresponds to one security goal in
Section IV-C.

A. SECURITY PROOFS FOR PROTOCOL I
Theorem 1: Suppose adversaries can intercept and modify

messages transmitted in wireless radio channels, and cannot
block or spoof messages in NSB channels, such adversaries
are unable to impersonate the sensor or the coordinator
without being detected in Protocol I.

Proof: Assume AS is an attacker who attempts to
impersonate the sensor and establish a session key with the
coordinator. AS attacks Protocol I as follows:
1. AS generates a random number RA and a nonce NA and

sends C with M1A

M1A =< S,PKS ,UA,WA >
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FIGURE 4. A block with a transaction Tx1. After a verification process, the block will be added to
the blockchain.

where

UA = RA + SKA

and

WA = HMAC128(NA, S‖PKS‖UA).

2. After receiving M1A, C replies AS with M2 as follows

M2 =< C,PKC ,NC ,TC >

3. AS sendsC withM3A =< NA >.C verifiesWA and goes
to step 4.

In step 4,AS needs to compare a 16-bitDwithC throughNSB
channels. The comparison fails. As specified in Protocol I,
C stops running the protocol.

Similarly, AC who impersonates the coordinator is unable
to establish the master key with the sensor through Protocol I.
This attack will be detected in step 4. �

According to Theorem 1, at the end of a completed run of
Protocol I, both the sensor and the coordinator can confirm
the received messages are from the legal source and the sent
messages are received by the legal communicating parties.
This means Protocol I achieves the first security goal of
Phase I, i.e. authentication of communicating parties and
messages.
Theorem 2: Suppose adversaries can intercept and modify

messages transmitted in wireless radio channels, and cannot
block or spoof messages in NSB channels, such adversaries
are unable to acquire information about secret keys in Proto-
col I.

Proof: Secret keys in Protocol I include the new gen-
erated master key MK and the private keys SKS and SKC .
Assume A is an adversary who can eavesdrop all the mes-
sages transmitted between S and C through wireless chan-
nels. A records the following values in the current run of

Protocol I

{S,C,PKS ,PKC ,NS ,NC ,US ,TC }.

Based on the above knowledge, A attempts to derive
MK = HMAC128(G× RS × RC ,NS‖NC ).
However, without RS and RC , A is unable to compute

G × RS × RC . The value of G × RS × RC can be acquired
from the following three ways:

• Input RS and RC and calculate G× RS × RC .
• InputUS ,PKS andRC and calculate (G×US−PKS )×RC
• Input TC , PKC and RS and calculate (TC − PKC )× RS

All of the above three methods require A to input either RC
or RS .

Therefore, the only way for A to acquire K is guessing.
The probability for A to guess the correct K is 1

2128
which is

negligible during the life cycle of key.
Besides, A also attempts to derive the private keys SKS and

SKC . Since SKS is encrypted using RS and PKC is encrypted
using RC during transmission, and RS and RC are random
secret values, A is unable to decrypt the private keys.

From the above analysis we can see that the adversary is
unable to acquire information about the secret keys. �
According to Theorem 2, Protocol I provides confidential-

ity of secret keys which is the second security goal of Phase I.
Theorem 3: Suppose adversaries can intercept and modify

messages transmitted in wireless radio channels, and cannot
block or spoof messages in NSB channels. Adversaries who
compromise the long-term secret values are unable to com-
promise keys established in previous runs of Protocol I.

Proof: The long-term secret values in Protocol I are
private keys SKS and SKC . Assume A compromises these
values.
A can also get the public values S, C , PKS , PKC , NS , NC ,

US and TC .
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In order to compute the master keyMK = HMAC128(G×
RS ×RC ,NS‖NC ), A has NS and NC and only needs to derive
G× RS × RC from the acquired knowledge.

As in Theorem 2, to acquire G× RS × RC , A should have
either RS or RC . However, RC and RS are random values
generated in each run of the protocols. Therefore, A is unable
to compute the value of G × RS × RC . Thus, A cannot
derive MK . �
According to Theorem 3, Protocol I provides forward

secrecy of master key, which corresponds to the last security
goal of Phase I.

B. SECURITY PROOFS FOR PROTOCOL II
Theorem 4: Suppose the miner nodes in the PSN area have

the public key of the coordinator, it is difficult for adversaries
to impersonate the coordinator in Protocol II.

Proof: In order to generate a transaction Tx on behalf
of C , the adversary A needs to compute a digital signature:

SigT = SIG(SKC , addresses||Std Profile)

The miner nodes will check the validity of the transaction
by verifying the signature. The private key of C is only held
by C . Therefore, the adversary is unable to generate a legal
transaction on behalf of C . �
According to Theorem 4, Protocol II achieves authentication
of communicating parties and messages, which is the first
security goal of Phase II.
Theorem 5: Suppose the miner nodes in the PSN area have

the public key of the coordinator, it is difficult for adversaries
to modify transaction generated by the coordinator in Proto-
col II without being detected.

Proof: As in Theorem 4, the transaction of the coordina-
tor involves addressC , addressS , Std Profile, a signature SigT
and a hash Hash.
If any of addressC , addressS and Std Profile is modified,

the verification of the signature will fail.
If Hash is modified, the miner nodes can identify and

recover Hash by inputting addressC , addressS , Std Profile,
SigT and executing the hash algorithm.

Overall, any change in the transaction will be detected by
miner nodes. �
According to Theorem 5, Protocol II provides integrity,

which corresponds to the second security goal of Phase II.

C. FORMAL VERIFICATION
In addition to theoretical proofs, we use formal verification
to verify the authenticity of Protocol I. Firstly we re-write
Protocol I as follows.
1. S −→ C : S,msgSC ,WS
2. C −→ S : C,msgCS ,NC
3. S −→ C : NS
4. C H⇒ S : HMAC16(NS ⊕ NC , S‖msgSC‖C‖msgCS )
5. S H⇒ C : Yes/No
Here, H⇒ is modeled as NSB channels, and −→ is

modeled using Dolev-Yao model [27]. Authenticity of the

protocol is formally verified using Casper/FDR [28]. The
objective of verification is that both

msgSC = {PKS ,US}

and

msgCS = {PKC ,TC , addressC , addressS}

have not been maliciously modified. This can guarantee the
authenticity of the protocol. If the authenticity can be guaran-
teed, it is easy to see that the secrecy ofMK can be guaranteed
based on the security analysis in the last subsection.

The verification results are shown in Fig. 5. No attacks
were found.

FIGURE 5. Authenticity of Protocol I. No attacks were found.

We have not formally verified the other two security goals
of Protocol I and Protocol II, because the analysis is quite
straightforward.

VII. PROTOCOL SUITE AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we realize a protocol suite to evaluate the
performance of the proposed system. A set of experiments
are carried out. In addition, we compare the overall burden
with related works.

A. PROTOCOL SUITE
The protocol suite realizes the core protocols. HMAC is
realized using Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) 512. Elliptic
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FIGURE 6. Experiment environment.

TABLE 1. Details about the experimental devices.

Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) is used to real-
ize digital signature. The elliptic curves are Federal Informa-
tion Processing Standards (FIPS) approved standard curves,
i.e. Curve P-192, P-256, P-384 and P-521. The NSB channel
is established using displays. That is the experimenter com-
pares the digits shown on two displays.

B. EXPERIMENTS
To test the performance of the proposed system, we do a set of
experiments using the protocol suite. The sensor is deployed
on a Raspberry Pi and the coordinator is realized on a laptop.
Obviously, the laptop is more powerful than the Raspberry Pi.
Experiment environment is shown in Fig. 6. More details are
listed in Table 1.

1) EXPERIMENT I
If Protocol I has unbalanced computational requirements?

We run Phase I of the protocol suite with each curve for ten
times. The average runtime are shown in Table 2 and Fig. 7.
We can see that the computational load on Raspberry Pi is
lower than that on the laptop.

TABLE 2. Average runtime (in second) of protocol/algorithm for different
curves.

FIGURE 7. Average runtime of Protocol I on FIPS recommended elliptic
curves. Protocol I requires unbalanced computational load on S and C .
In curve P-521, the runtime on the Raspberry Pi is nearly half of that on
the laptop.

Additionally, to observe the reduced runtime on S more
clearly, we use the following formula to quantitatively
express the reduced runtime:

RTS =
TS − TC
TS

where RTS denotes the reducing rate of runtime on S; TS and
TC denote the average runtime on S and C respectively. The
results are shown in Fig. 8.

In most cases, the runtime of S is shorter than that of C .
Given the laptop is much powerful than the Raspberry Pi,
Protocol I significantly reduces burden on S.

The sizes of compiled file are 5.36 K and 5.89 K on
the Raspberry Pi and the laptop respectively. It requires less
space on S.
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FIGURE 8. Reduced runtime of Protocol I on S. It is expressed by
RTS = (TS − TC )/TS .

2) EXPERIMENT II
If the additional burden caused by Protocol II is acceptable
for a PSN nodes?

We test the time for the PSN node (i.e. laptop used in
Experiment I) to generate a digital signature for Tx1 (10
times). We also use the four curves. The average runtime is
shown in Table 1 and Fig. 9.

FIGURE 9. Average runtime of ECDSA on FIPS recommended elliptic
curves. The time used to run ECDSA is around 0.003 seconds.

According to Fig. 9, the average runtime is around 0.003
seconds for all of the four curves.

3) EXPERIMENT III
If Protocol I reduces lifetime of a sensor? If running Protocol
I burns users skin?

We meter the power and temperature on the Raspberry
Pi. Before running Protocol I, the power is 16 W and the
temperature is 33 ◦C . The increasing rates are computed and

illustrated in Fig. 10.

FIGURE 10. Increasing rates of power and temperature of running
Protocol I on Raspberry Pi.

The results show that power and temperature increased by
executing the protocol are not high. According to Fig. 10,
increasing rate of the power is no more than 25%, and that
of the temperature is no more than 6.23%. Given the runtime
is very short (less than 0.3 seconds), it will not reduce lifetime
of sensor. It will also not burn users’ skin.

C. COMPARISON
We evaluate the overall burden of the protocols from two
aspects: communication cost and computation cost on each
side (S, C and the miner node M ). To estimate commu-
nication cost, we count the number of messages transmit-
ted between communicating parties. For the computation
cost, we count the number of scalar multiplication, CMAC
algorithm, hash function, signature generation, and signature
verification (since other operations such as addition and sub-
traction require minor computation cost).

Denote a piece of message by M, the operation of scalar
multiplication by S, the algorithm of hash function byH, the
algorithm of signature generation and verification by SI and
VE respectively, and the algorithm of CMAC by C, the cost
of a completed run of Protocol I and II is listed in Table 3.

TABLE 3. Evaluation of burden.

TABLE 4. Comparison with related work.
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Besides, we also compare the performance of Protocol I
with protocols in the IEEE 802.15.6. The results are shown
in Table 4.

As we can see from Table 4, Protocol I is the most suit-
able authenticated association protocol for healthcare appli-
cations. It requires the least number of scalar multiplication
on S.

FIGURE 11. The demo system for the use case. Alice presses a button on
the wearable blood pressure monitor and launches an application in her
phone, and Bob launches a corresponding application in his smart phone
to access the latest data of Alice’s blood pressure.

VIII. USE CASE
In this section, we illustrate our system through a use case.

A. A DEMO SYSTEM
The demo system (shown in Fig. 11) illustrates how a PSN
node shares health data with another PSN node. Assume
Alice is a patient with hypertension. Bob is an expert of this
disease. In order to use the PSN-based healthcare system,
Alice wears a wearable blood pressure monitor on her wrist.
Besides, both Alice and Bob carry a smart phone. Using the
proposed system, Bob gets Alice’s blood pressure through the
following steps.

1) USER INITIALIZATION
Alice only needs to press a button on the blood pressure mon-
itor to initialize secure links with her smart phone. According
to the experiment, this process takes less than 0.3 seconds.

2) ADDING DATA TO THE HEALTHCARE BLOCKCHAIN
This process is executed by the smart phone automatically.
Alice’s smart phone generates and broadcasts a healthcare

transaction Tx1 to its neighbor PSN nodes. Tx1 will be
received by a miner node eventually.

3) NEW BLOCKCHAIN GENERATION
The whole process is executed automatically. According to
Fig. 12, there are four steps for Tx1 being added to the
blockchain
• After a time interval [Ti,Tj], the miner node M stops
receiving new transactions.

• M generates a new block B (shown in Fig. 13) that con-
tains Tx1 and other transactions received during [Ti,Tj].
Then it sends the block to Alice’s smart phone.

• Alice’s smart phone generates a signature for B and
sends back the block with the signature to M .

• M checks the signature. If the verification succeeds,
M will add the block to the local chain and broadcast
the new chain to its neighbor nodes.

FIGURE 13. The new blockchain. New block B is added to the blockchain.
Tx1 is recorded in the new blockchain.

After the above process, the nodes P, Q, C and M hold
the new blockchain and PSN nodes can use the blockchain to
share health data.

4) ACCESSING HEALTHCARE DATA
In this stage, Bob uses his smart phone to require data of
Alice’s blood pressure monitor. The data will help Bob to
learn about the latest health condition of Alice. Then Bob can
make accurate plan of treatment remotely.

FIGURE 12. Generation of new blockchain that contains Tx1. In [Ti , Tj ], M receives new transactions. From Tj to Tk , M stops
receiving new transactions. In this time interval, new blockchain is distributed in PSN area. Tx1 is recorded by the new blockchain.
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B. ADVANTAGES
A secure link is established between Alice’s blood pressure
monitor and smart phone. It reduces computational burden on
the blood pressure monitor.

It also illustrates a method of using blockchain in PSN-
based healthcare application. This method does not bring
heavy storage load to PSN nodes.

In addition, it avoids data leakage caused by illegal behav-
ior of an untrustworthy third party, since data are stored in
Alice’s smart phone and blood pressure monitor.

FIGURE 14. A simplified communication model with HBCs. Each node is
associated with a transmitter and a receiver. The transmitter is used to
send signals through human tissue. The receiver receives signals from
human tissue.

FIGURE 15. The HBCs between implanted medical sensor
and coordinator (i.e. the smart phone in hand). The user’s body is
modelled as an NSB channel.

C. HUMAN BODY CHANNELS
Human body channels (HBCs) use human body as transmis-
sionmedium [29]–[31]. A typical HBC ismodelled in Fig. 14.
According to Fig. 14, each communicating participant is
associated with a transmitter and a receiver. The transmitter
sends signals through human tissue. The receiver receives
signals from human tissue.

HBCs can be used in PSN-based healthcare applications
when display-based OOB channels are infeasible. In the
above use case, the medical sensor is a wearable device with a
display and buttons. However, in some other scenarios, users
may have medical sensors implanted inside the body. In this
case, NSB channels cannot be established based on displays
and buttons. We introduce HBCs as NSB channels for this
situation. The HBC between implanted sensor and mobile
devices is shown in Fig. 15.

HBCs can be modelled as NSB channels. Attackers find
it difficult to spoof or block messages [29]–[31]. Users can
easily find and prevent attacks in HBCs. If an attacker intends
to block or spoof messages, the attacker is required to attach
malicious signal sources to user skin. In most practical situa-
tions a user could easily perceive and stop such an attack.

IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we illustrate how to apply blockchain technique
in PSN-based healthcare. The proposed method initializes
secure links for PSN nodes. Healthcare blockchain is used
for the nodes to share health data with others.

To initialize the secure links, an improved version of
IEEE 802.15.6 display authenticated association protocol is
designed. The protocol is better since it requires unbalanced
computational load. In addition, HBCs are proposed to estab-
lish NSB channels for special situations.

The proposed method can be extended to other PSN-based
applications, including environment monitor and transport.
It will improve quality of people’s life.

In our future work, a large-scale PSN-based healthcare
system will be built. More experiments will be carried out
to test the performance.
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